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The Course
MA Creative Practice for Narrative Environments pioneers collaborative practice
among architects, designers, curators, writers and project managers.
Students work in multidisciplinary teams to create and develop proposals for
cultural venues, visitor centres, exhibitions, museums, historic sites, entertainment
venues, educational environments, sports events, shopping experiences, branded
environments, corporate events, product launches, urban and community environments.
The course is based on the premise that all environments tell stories, that narrative
is a fundamental and accessible way for people to make sense of places. Stories are
implicit in the materials, structures, images, signs, sequences and uses of a space.
Projects express narratives by integrating artifacts, text, sound, images and film into
spatial environments. Environments are explored and developed through at least three
dimensions: firstly hard physical structures, materials and form, which tend to remain
fairly fixed over time; secondly, text, light, image, sound which can change quite rapidly;
thirdly, the softest and most unpredictable dimension, human presence and interaction.
Students analyse these dimensions in some depth, using practice-based design research
methods, cultural and narrative theory. Proposals are developed through an iterative
design process. Students visualise the look and feel of the environment and when
possible build and test the design. A broad understanding of location, story, client and
visitor expectations drives novel, multi-sensory, user-centred proposals.
Stories are used in at least four ways: first, peoples’ stories are gathered as part of
the research process; second, narrative scenarios are invented to trigger new ideas;
third, narrative structures such as the “Hero’s Journey “ are used to unfold the space
and finally, platforms are created for people to share and exchange their own stories.
The methods and approaches of the course provide an open forum for debate among
students, academics and practitioners.
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“Stories, people and places”, how do they converge? The 2009 exhibition reveals how the
thirty-three graduating masters students show a tangible engagement with power relations
between real people, real places and real institutions. More than ever before, students
have developed and tested their projects through live workshops, exhibitions, interactive
installations or events.

The student work is shown in the Southampton Row entrance to the College. It functions
as a threshold experience, inviting visitors into the building, through the dramatically lit
foyer, sweeping them up the 19th century staircase to the floors and exhibitions above. The
show itself is a demonstration of how a somewhat neglected space can be brought to life,
how a space not usually used for exhibitions can be transformed to create memorable and
informative experiences.

DESIGN DELIBERATIONS

Even when tackling controversial topics, this year’s students have engaged with communities
to work through design solutions rather than imposing their own preconceived design.
They have given substance to the much-vaunted conviction that design is facilitation.
The 2009 projects are located across a broad range of commercial, cultural and community
environments - in shops, cafes, offices, libraries, museums, schools, hospitals, homes
in council estates, car parks, city streets and squares and historical sites. There is also
important theoretical work that will be presented at conferences in the coming year.
Students have designed complementary physical and virtual spaces and mixed reality
spaces. The exhibition demonstrates that narrative environments, or places that tell stories,
can be found inside buildings, in public space, on line or a combination of all of these.
This year’s exhibition also highlights the emerging ‘slash/slash’ generation of designers.
They are, for instance, curator/designers, brand developers/architects, designer/writers.
The multidisciplinary nature of the course has enabled them to explore the traditional
boundaries of their disciplines and the extent of their own capabilities. They have embraced
and developed collaboration, connectivity, mash-up and complexity. They work with and out of
global/local dynamics.

EXHIBITION

The guiding concept for the exhibition is folding and unfolding. The exhibition expresses the
concept through, for example, the extended signage comprising a stream of large folded letter
shapes that runs four floors up the stair well into the heart of the building. The theme refers
to the unfolding of stories but was also prompted by the writing of Gilles Deleuze “The Fold
- Leibniz and the Baroque” (1992). In the book Deleuze plays with words and notions such as
imPLIcate, exPLIcate, comPLIcate, duPLIcate, supPle and multiPle teasing out threads from
the title in French “Le Pli “.

2009
CREDITS

Enormous thanks are due to the staff team for their dedication and insight, to the course
affiliates, leading figures from commercial and cultural industries, who have given lectures,
attended critiques, mentored students, provided placements and sponsored live projects.
The 2009 graduating students have worked on several live projects during the first year of
their course including: “Eco-resorts of the Future” for Arup Foresight, Innovation and
Incubation Unit; “Narrative Cities”, a collaboration with the Chinese Academy of Art in
Hangzhou; the China Now exhibition at Central Saint Martins Innovation Centre in March 2008;
the Spirit Level at the Royal Festival Hall in collaboration with Learning and Participation at
Southbank Centre.
Tricia Austin, Course Director
Course team: Arnaud Dechelle, Matt Dixon, Sarah Featherstone, Kevin Flude, Stuart Jones,
Inigo Minns, Roger Orwell, Benjamin Reichen, Samantha Willis and Professor Dale Russell.
More information on student profiles and projects can be found on the course website
www.narrative-environments.com
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About Us
ANDREA ACEVEDO
After receiving her BFA in Graphic Design from Boston University in the
U.S., Andrea worked for six years for the City of Boston branding small
businesses and city-wide programs. In London she co-curated a show at
the Bargehouse, designed a way-finding system for a museum while at
Ralph Appelbaum Associates and designed environmental graphics for
the Royal Festival Hall. Andrea wishes to explore ideas and technologies
that encourage interaction between people and their environments in a
way that the interaction enhances the purpose of the space.

VIVIEN CAI
Vivien graduated with a degree in spatial design and an ambition
to work in exhibition design and communication design. In London
she has gained valuable experience as a junior designer in Landor
Associates where she has worked for over a year.

CRYSTAL CAMPBELL
Crystal likes lots of things, especially boiled egg and Marmite
soliders, boys on Vespas, the colour purple, and yellow, sometimes
together; drawing useless objects with sharp pencils, bunny rabbits,
sock monkeys and sea monkeys, actually any monkeys; blue skies, grey
skies, rain that comes after a hot day and brown paper packages tied up
with string. Spending her childhood blissfully running around barefoot in
Zimbabwe, she will graduate with shiny new shoes and both feet firmly
on European soil, all the while keeping an eye out for freelancing jobs.
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GEORGINA CHIMARRIDES
Georgina is a spatial designer and has experience in creating
both temporary and permanent interior environments as well as
designing participatory public interventions. Georgina was part of a
multidisciplinary design team which created an interactive intervention
for the London Festival of Architecture 2008 at Kensington Gardens.
She was also involved in the curating and production of the China Now
Connections exhibition, part of the China Now Festival. Georgina has
project managed residential projects, both in London and Cyprus, for
which she has developed concepts, created the design proposal and
co-ordinated all the works until completion.

MANSEE DABRAL
Mansee graduated with a distinction in advertising from Mumbai
University, and has worked as a cultural political and entertainment
Journalist in India. She was a part of the core team that launched a
daily newspaper in Mumbai. Her artwork has been displayed at the
Habitat Centre, New Delhi, The Nehru Centre, Mumbai and has
co-designed a space for the Royal Festival Hall, London. Her work
was also a part of the London Festival of Architecture.

SOFIA DAWE
Sofia is a Brazilian designer with a background in fine arts, University of
São Paulo, with special interest in installations. Her work experience is
in branding, with focus on concept development, branded environments
and production. Clients include Absolut Vodka, British American Tobacco
and LVMH. Her most recent work experience was at the 3D Studio of
Selfridges & Co. Interests range from ‘emotional’ experience design to
site-specific installations and experimental branding.

KATARINA DOBRANSKA
Katarina graduated from Writtle School of Design, (Partner with
University of Essex) in BA (Hons) Interior Design, and exhibited
at New Designers, Islington before joining Central Saint Martins.
Katarina completed a placement at MET Studio Design Ltd.
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HELMUT FEDER

NIHARIKA HARIHARAN

Helmut is a designer with focus on creating immersive experiences
and exploring new visualisation technologies. Professional experience
includes conceptual illustration, creative strategy and branding.
Helmut graduated in 2006 from Blocherer School, Munich in
communication design and gained a second degree in graphic design,
from Middlesex University in 2007.

Niharika was born, raised and lived in India. Almost all her work begins
with exploring everyday living. She then delves deeper, excavating
and researching, which is her passion. The work eventually takes the
form of publications, films or web applications. Niharika has had the
opportunity of working on multidisciplinary projects collaborating with
practitioners at a global level, including Arup and Proboscis. She hopes
to continue in that direction, developing creative tools and objects in
the area of social and community interaction through collaboration,
critical thinking and evaluation.

ARANZAZU FERNANDEZ RANGEL
Aranzazu has trained in architecture, design and art in Mexico, Italy
and the UK. Her work has for a long time been focused on people
and their relationship with the spaces they inhabit. She has worked in
a number of multidisciplinary studios prior to co-founding a creative
group in Monterrey, Mexico in 2004. Moving to London in 2006 she is
currently developing a sense of belonging to it through her work.

NINA HONIBALL
South Africa born, Nina has a BA degree in information design. Prior to
the start of the course, Nina was working as a broadcast designer in
Johannesburg. Nina is a skilled illustrator and graphic designer with
four years of industry experience as a design director for television.
She hopes to continue to work in the area of community design,
connecting people through storytelling and public interventions.

LEEGOO GUO
Leegoo obtained a BA degree in landscape and interior design in China.
She worked as a showroom and corporate events designer for three
years on large-scale expo and corporate annual meetings across China.
She developed the design, product display and promotional material
as well as executing elements of the decor. Leegoo, along with her
collaborators, was awarded the Inclusive prize for the London Festival
of Architecture 2008.

MARINA HADJILOUCA
Marina is a performance designer and has experience in conceiving
performance and participative workshops as well as designing sets
and lighting for live performances. Marina was part of a performance
designers collective called Auspex, with whom she devised two scratch
performances at the Shunt Vaults entitles ‘Find Your Utopia’ as part of
a performance taken to the Prague Quadrennial Scenofest 2007. Marina
has also designed the lighting for ‘The Last Debutantes’ exhibition
at the Kensington Palace and ‘Karagiozis Exposed’, performed at the
Experimental Stage of the National Theatre in Cyprus.
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EMMA JONES
Having graduated with First Class Honours in interior design from
Birmingham Institute of Art and Design, Emma received awards for
Best Final Year Project and Emma Jessie Phipps Award for Interior
Design exhibiting her work at New Designers 2007. In collaboration
with another student, her proposal for seating design was selected by
the Royal Festival Hall for use within their ‘the Sprit Level’ area. Emma
is as at home with CAD as with the drawing board and would describe
her style as ‘quirky’.

KC (KAO CHENGHSUAN)
KC is a hands-on guy from Taiwan, with a degree in architecture
and fashion. KC is always interested in perceiving and unfolding
subtle stories about the relationships between people. He likes to cover
things with love and happiness: this might be the best way to describe
his design approach. In Taiwan he worked for the government as an
assistant investigating and evaluating historic sites in Taipei. In London
he has worked as a model maker at MUF.
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YUKA KAWAMOTO
Yuka is Japanese. She studied graphic design and product design and
graduated with a BSc Design. She has five years of work experience
and has come to define herself as a communication designer. Yuka has
worked as a freelance designer in Japan, and in MET Studio Design Ltd
as a placement in London.

JINGYU LUO
Jingyu has a background in visual communication design and moving
image. Before she came to London, she worked as a project design
assistant for Shanghai Media Group, which is the biggest broadcasting
company in Shanghai. Jingyu also has special interests in museums
and galleries, and culture communication.

SHAN-SHAN LAI

MAU MEDEIROS

Shan-Shan is a communication designer and curator, who likes to
convey information, experiences and stories in various forms. She
graduated from BA (Hons) Graphic Design at Central Saint Martins
where she specialised in storytelling and analytical thinking. Previous
employment and commissions include Fluid Architects, Arup, Grey,
McCann Erickson and Time Out.

Architecture and Branding. Executive Creative Director at Art Office
Design (Brazil) focuses on multidisciplinary approaches for retail
and branded environments for clients such as Nike, Philip Morris and
Inbev amongst others. Master in Narrative Environments; Mau looks for
compelling ways of delivering the right message to specific audiences.

SAM LIMPAPHATANAVANICH
Sam is a spatial designer who was born and educated in Thailand. He
has a degree in interior design with professional work experience as an
interior designer for international architecture and interior design firms
in Bangkok. He is currently interested in workplace design strategy,
architecture and working with spaces and objects.

SOFIA-MARIA PATAZOU
In 2006 Sofia-Maria graduated from Empire State College in
environmental & graphic design with a distinction. Her previous
experience in Greece includes production management for a weekly
TV show at Studio Gr and graphic design for a magazine and advertising
agency. Her skills lie in research, illustration, technical drawings,
project and design management. Sofia-Maria is now intent to focus on
exhibition and interactive design for public spaces.

DAMIAN LE SUEUR
Damian is a composer and artist with a background in interaction
design. Recent exhibits include four site-specific installations at
the V&A Museum and a sound sculpture installed in the abandoned
Marylebone Library during Frieze Festival. Recent compositions
explore aleatory techniques and ‘Of the forest’, where birdsong
transforms to a hyperreal soundscape and ‘020070319:12’, a film
without images. As an interaction designer Damian has worked for
clients such as the BBC, Sky TV, Nokia, Mercedes, British Airways
and led the design of an interactive television system.
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PAWEL PIECH
Pawel was born and raised in Poland, where he obtained an MA in
graphic design. He has more than five years freelance experience
working in graphic design and interior design. Since moving to
London two years ago, he has been working at the digital creative
agency Airlock.
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GIULIA SALA

NADIA TROEMAN

Trained as industrial designer in Florence, Italy, Giulia developed
her interests in designing challenging objects questioning the
relationship between users and their environments. Giulia’s focus is
in the design and production of installations, exhibitions, and immersive
environments based on narrative pathways. She is inspired by urban
environments and the poetics of everyday life. She worked with different
architectural studios in Florence and her portfolio ranges from projects
of product and interior design to exhibitions and digital media.

Growing up in different parts of the world Nadia has had the privilege
of experiencing different cultures, customs and environments.
After graduating in 2007 in graphic design at the Willem de Kooning
Academy in Rotterdam, She has worked of different freelance projects
in Rotterdam and London. She contributed to the Arup project in
Tanzania. She is interested in human-centric design and experience
design for performance, installation and new media practice.

ASHLEY ROOP

MANTHANA UTISAYAPONGSA

Ashley was born and raised in the American West and has bachelors
degrees in History and Interior Design from Colorado State University.
Previous work experience includes UNiT design studio in Denver,
Colorado; the Colorado History Museum; Pentagram Design in London;
and the identity re-branding of the Spirit Level at the Royal Festival
Hall, Southbank Centre, London. She is specifically interested in
museum exhibition design and curating.

Manthana completed a five year B.Arch. interior architecture at King
Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Lardkrabang, Thailand in 2003.
She pursued her passion working at P Interior & Associates Co.Ltd as
an interior designer until 2006 when she moved to London to join the
MA, doing a placement at Landor Associates, and working on the Living
Heritage scheme with Camden Council.

SOLON SASSON

AMELIE VON HARRACH

Solon is an information technology and management consultant, who
writes business and other narratives. He has professional experience, as
well as an academic background, in the areas of business, technology
and design. In the past 10 years, Solon has worked for a diverse group
of clients, both in the private and public sector, such as Barclays,
Societe Generale, National Bank of Greece, Adidas and Intersport.

Amelie currently works for the curators, Artakt on a Wellcome
Trust funded R&D project. Her recent projects include ‘Tune In’ event
at Wellcome Collection, ‘Hidden Architecture’, art installations at V&A
Museum and ‘Living Heritage’, architecture workshops at the British
Museum and Sir John Soane’s Museum. Amelie has a background is
in film design, architecture and fine art.

GADI SPRUKT

FREDERIK WEISSENBORN

Gadi is a creative practitioner with multidisciplinary skills and an
interest in creating engaging experiences and strategies for user
participation. Professional experience includes media and event
production, marketing and brand engagement and project management.
He graduated with a BA in Philosophy form Tel Aviv University, Israel.

Frederik is a writer. His work is situated in the pregnant zone
which stretches out between the fields: philosophy, architecture
and art. Apart from studies in philosophy and organisation theory
at Copenhagen Business School, he has studied political science at
Sciences-Po in Paris and has worked one year in Berlin as assistant to
acclaimed artist, Clemens Krauss.
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SHANSHAN XU
Shanshan graduated as an architectural landscape designer from
China Academy of Art. She has worked in London for Ralph Appelbaum
Associates as an assistant to the creative director and for Small Back
Room Work as an interior designer.

KAREN YEUNG
Trained as a graphic designer and photographer, Karen has lived in
Hong Kong and New Zealand. Her creative work ranges from music
animation to fashion photography, focusing on capturing emotional
experiences using visual graphics as a storytelling device. Her
experience of living and working both in the east and west has given
her the chance to develop her current interest of research in
experience design in a cross-cultural environment.

Student
Projects
COMMERCIAL ENVIRONMENTS
This section includes proposals for
cafes, shops, the workplace, hotels
and travel spaces.
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ANDREA ACEVEDO
Graphic and Environmental Design
07931 433 732
a.s.acevedo@gmail.com
www.andreaacevedo.com

A Table
of Two
Cities
A CAFÉ
CONNECTING
PEOPLE IN
DIFFERENT
LOCATIONS

Increasingly, people move away from their original
communities or live lives that require them to travel for work
most of the year. While social networking sites like Facebook
and services such as Skype allow people to stay in touch,
there is an element of closeness that fails to be translated.
Even as our connectivity increases, our internet and mobile
experiences lack the intimacy afforded by simple, shared
physical presence. This project brings virtual connections
into a real world environment and allows people to share
one and others’ presence whilst being physically distant.
A Table of Two Cities will connect people in London and
New York through an interactive dining experience. The
project will connect two cafés (one in each city) where friends
and family can engage over a meal or drinks without being
physically at the same location nor tied to a home computer.
The environment of this café would act as a means of
communication between café-goers in both cities. Ultimately,
this pair of cafés is about conveying presence — the presence
of another city and the presence of people we miss.

A Table Of Two Cities: London Café
A Table Of Two Cities: New York City Café

www.atableoftwocities.com

Collaborators
Craig Runyan - Flash development, concept development, editing
Mau Medeiros - architectural design and concept development
John Nussey - technical advice, table design and multi-touch development
Special thanks to Scott Burnham and Nadia Troeman for their feedback,
analysis and support.
2
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CRYSTAL CAMPBELL
Design Strategist
+35 1918681681
campbell.crystal@gmail.com
www.crystalcampbell.co.za

Masters
of
Gesture

Masters of Gesture is a series of natural hand gestures,
informed by the gestural repartee of sleight of hand magicians.
Fully tested with user scenarios, technology forecasts and lo-fi
prototypes, the series has been designed for use by interaction
designers & media artists. Open source design files and test
results can be obtained from www.mastersofgesture.info
“We need to figure out which common gestures could work
across a variety of devices and environments. It’s time to step
up and start making, to define and document a common set
of movements and motions that could be used for initiating
actions across a variety of platforms. We need to help create
this shift, not just follow along behind the technology. And,
if we wait, well, we’ll simply find individual companies creating
their own standards. And although there will always be custom
solutions for particular problems and environments, standards
would help.” Dan Saffer (Designing Gestural Interfaces 2008)

Collaborators
Matthew Pike - copywriter
Diogo Terroso - interaction designer
Dave Bonsall - sleight-of-hand magician
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KATARINA DOBRANSKA
Spatial and Interior Design
07792 818 439
Kati17@hotmail.co.uk

Follow
Your
Senses

Follow Your Senses is a series of products aimed to help
people with visual impairment, including the blind, to shop
freely. These products are made to be installed in any retail
environment that sells clothes. However, as an illustration
of how they work they have been located in a retail outlet at
2 – 3 James Street Covent Garden.
These retail products deploy colour, silhouette, light and
tactile materials to produce an informative and enjoyable
experience for visually impaired and blind people, although
sighted people can also use the products. Thermoception
is used to describe the story of the clothes, and inform
the visitors which season the collection is for. Some of the
products include lights, showing the contours of the interior
environment, its components, and silhouettes of the staff
and visitors. RFID card readers provide all the necessary
information of the clothes, for those with a stronger
visual impairment.
Together, the products aim to create an enhanced
sensory experience to help the customer in choosing
outfits, and understand where they are in the shop, and
what is around them.

Collaborators
Lenka Dobranska - 3D Max Studio rendering
June Bretherton - accessible environment for people with visual impairment
Sam Limpaphatanavanich - logo design
Enoch Cheung - graphic design
Stuart Page - model making
6
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LEEGOO GUO
Landscape and Interior Design

07891 317 902
qtww123@hotmail.com

VISION

MOBILE FASHION SHOPPING PARTY

Vision tells stories about fashion, takes people on an extraordinary shopping journey and
gives them many surprises during their experience. Rather than just a simple party,
it reflects new life styles and combines shopping, fashion and partying. “Vision” creates
a platform for Londoners who love fashion to come together, communicate and share a
special shopping experience.
Vision could be hosted by a different department store once a month and present new
collections from top brands or emerging designers. Visitors can try on and wear clothes
for the duration of their visit but also shop for limited editions at special prices. After
choosing their outfit they are invited to join an ever going themed party. Possible locations
include Southwark Bridge or Old Billingsgate, where customers can enjoy an exciting night
view of London.

Collaborators
Jack leunghow - architecture concept consultant
Myriam Lodi - interior design concept consultant
China EdotRed.co - concept visualization
technique consultant
China BOYA.co - architecture model making support
Feiyu Liang - website technique support
8

Thisbee Chien - fashion knowledge
consultant
Helmut Feder - project graphic
design consultant
Laura Rigoni - lighting system
consultant

Vision provides an ideal opportunity for established names and brands to mingle with
fashion conscious people and get a better understanding of their customers. It is also a
fantastic stage for new and aspiring fashion designers to meet future customers and their
peers and to experiment and exhibit their works.
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EMMA JONES
Interior and Spatial Design
07516 434 574
emma_jones84@hotmail.com

Office
Escapes
OPTIMISING THE TEA
BREAK AS A DEVICE
TO RELIEVE WORK
RELATED STRESS

More and more frequently office workers spend their days
working with little room for pause: long overtime hours;
taking their lunch at their desks; constantly on the phone
or writing emails; trawling through paperwork; attending
meetings, hitting deadlines and so on. Recent research has
shown that reductions of stress, as experienced in studies of
those who work from home, can increase efficiency and life
quality for these workers.
One mechanism that exists to allow an escape for the office
worker is the great promise of a cup of tea and with it the
excuse of a tea break.
This proposal is a collection of dynamic furniture solutions
designed specifically for an office tea-break, a more individual
alternative to the traditional ‘break-out’ room, the units are
an opportunity for the stressed worker to take a short break
away from their desk and escape the hectic surroundings of
the work place. The office unit ‘micro-environment’ has been
designed so that it is both modern, yet with traditional hints
so to be appealing to the majority of workers and not
discriminate against the preferences of young or old, male
or female. The proposal is intended to be specifically for
commercial application in the office sector and is intended
to sit inconspicuously next to exiting standardised office
furniture solutions.

Collaborators
Adam Stone - industrial designer, Nokia, industrial design advisor
Office worker focus group, Nokia, office environment advisors
10
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SAM LIMPAPHATANAVANICH
Interior Design

07515 943 767
vititsam@gmail.com

Mergedscape

A METHODOLOGY FOR RECONFIGURABLE OFFICE SPACE
Mergedscape is a spatial strategy for multidisciplinary based organisations to foster
collaboration and encourage knowledge exchange among cross-disciplinary workers. It is
particularly applicable to large multidisciplinary companies in which the shift of work tasks
and teams in the firm over the course of a project requires collaboration from workers of
diverse backgrounds. This project examines a design solution to achieve more flexible
workplaces to support the collaborative process within such organisations.

12

The proposed strategy is represented by two office furniture concepts:
‘Cella’ - a mobile workstation which offers the possibility for workers to perform individually,
or to be grouped with their colleagues to form cluster workspaces.
‘Flux’ - a portable meeting space that allows workers to freely create an environment in which
to collaborate.
These products provide real mobility and flexibility within the office and are reconfigurable
in accordance with the constantly changing work patterns common in such offices products.
The project explores the possibility of a program-driven workplace design, inventing a new
participatory system by using strategically designed office furniture concepts. It offers the
opportunity for workers to collectively design their working environments, and to co-create
ever-changing interior configurations.

Collaborators
Maurizio Medeiros - concept development and visualisation
Solon Sasson - concept development and storytelling
Katarina Dobranska - AutoCAD drawing
Stuart Page - model making
Surasak Lim - 3D animation
13

MAU MEDEIROS
Architecture and Branding
07515 355 408
maum68@gmail.com

High
Street
Next

High Street Next is an investigation and research project
that aims to prompt a new participatory brand communication
model for fashion retail, integrating social networking
behaviours and technologies into high street environments.
High Street Next explores the ways in which individuals can
affect and shape brands. The main focus is brand engagement.
Standardisation and similarity still dominate brand
communication in fashion retail despite the social media
cultural revolution that has created a new generation of
young consumers: ‘generation content’.
High Street Next overturns today’s top down intrusive media
communication, using the principles of user-generated content
to create personal, intriguing, transparent and evolving
dialogues between the brand, the space, and the consumers.
The project brings a creative methodology inspired by
the open source social media. The method aims to present
new possibilities for fashion retailers and brands in order
to establish a closer dialogue between the brand and
its consumers.
‘The Brand Dialogues’ story aims to raise the issues that
brands face in their effort to cope with the lifestyle and
behavioral changes caused, among other forces, by the
rapid expansion of internet and mobile devices. It suggests
alternative ways for mapping experiences and communication
platforms in fashion retail next.

Collaborators
Solon Sasson - concept and writing
Sam Limpaphatanavanich - interior design advice
14
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PAWEL PIECH
Illustration, Graphic and Spatial Design
07912 359 140
pawel_piech@yahoo.co.uk

Nicer
Car Park
ILLUSTRATION IN A
PUBLIC SPACE

Nicer Car Park looks at the relationship between illustration
and architecture, exploring this mix of two dimensional and
the tangible three dimensional reality of a space.
The aim of the project is to improve the car park user
experience, redesigning its space and transforming the
cold, dark and austere settings into a visually attractive and
engaging narrative environment. An illustration driven graphic
intervention transforms the space, making for a pleasant,
friendlier and easier to navigate environment.
This is a proposal for a hypothetical client: National Car Parks
Ltd. It comprises a strategy to redesign London Adeline Place
Car Park, 112 Great Russell Street, a multi-storey car park.
In the main utilitarian spaces, such as car parks, are normally
ignored by architects and designers. This is an attempt to bring
beauty and harmony to these everyday functional spaces.

Collaborators
Piotr Tomaszewski - 3D modelling
16
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SOLON SASSON
Business Narratives
07817 177 834
solon.sasson@gmail.com

Youmymode
ADAPTABLE
SPACES

Youmymode is a store on the High Street, which sells space
as a retail product.
The target market are professionals who can book a room
for as short as 30 minutes, for as little as £5. Visitors can
work individually, meet associates or just relax in the easily
adaptable rooms.
The need for Youmymode derives from recent changes
that have occurred in working and lifestyle habits, caused
by the rapid expansion of networking technologies. Many
professionals today, even some of those working for large
organisations, do not work from 9 to 5 in a specific place.
Youmymode provides an office, a meeting point and a shelter
to cover the needs of these digital nomads, while they are
going through another long day in the city.
The business model combines successful elements from
various industries, creating value by applying proved ideas
in a different context. Examples are a yield management
system initially implemented in the transport industry, and
user content development, which has been key for the success
of online applications such as Facebook.

Collaborators
Mauricio Medeiros - 3D design and branding
Nina Honiball - illustrations and photography
Tobi Schneidler and Tom Ballhatchet - ideation sessions and model making
Sam Limpaphatanavanich - model making
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Student
Projects
CULTURAL ENVIRONMENTS
This section includes proposals
for exhibitions, performances
and interventions in and around
museums, galleries and historic
sites. It also includes theoretical
reflections on architecture.
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VIVIEN CAI
Spatial and 3D Design
07983 444 880
ukivi@hotmail.com

Chinese
in
London

London’s Chinese community is the third largest ethnic
minority group in the UK and one of the oldest in the capital
with over three hundred years since their presence was first
recorded. This project explores the stories of several different
generations of Chinese people in London including both recent
individuals and earlier forgotten members of the community.
Chinese in London is a series of products designed to
transform the ordinary into the extraordinary. Inspired
by mundane and everyday items in common use, they are
seen as the direct product of the two cultures. And so these
previously ordinary objects, familiar in British daily life
and often overlooked, reveal their Chinese connection and
aesthetic, thus inspiring people to discover the stories
and influence of the Chinese community in the UK.
At one end of the spectrum these products can be mass
produced and integrated for use by the Chinese takeaway
market across Britain or tourists in Chinatown. At the more
specialised end they can be sold at the Design Museum, the
Museum of London or similar to those specifically interested
in design or UK history. As such, through a series of subtle
forms of insemination the products and their message are
intended to reach a wide audience.

Collaborators
Andrea Acevedo - illustration and packaging design
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SOFIA DAWE
Experience Design, Installation
and Brand Communications

07912 227 715
sofiadawe@gmail.com

TERRORAMA
A JOURNEY THROUGH PAIN AND SUFFERING
Terrorama is an immersive installation that re-enacts contemporary ‘Enhanced Interrogation
Techniques’, common methods of psychological torture used in detention centres such as
Guantánamo Bay.
In this participatory and performative event, the participants are engaged as both actors and
subjects - creating a narrative through experience. Terrorama intends to address an important
current event through the use of designed environments and experiences.
The participants are arbitrarily divided into roles as either ‘Subject’, or ‘Assistant’. The
Subjects are challenged to endure a lighter, but nevertheless disturbing version of the
24

Enhanced Interrogation Techniques. The Assistants are required to interrogate them at a
crucial moment and to document the unsettling experience. The aim is to provide a situation
– a stage – in which the participants are exposed to an emotional experiment that provokes
various reactions.
Unfolding through a sequence of thematic spaces, the installation makes coordinated use of
sound, lighting, temperature and scent, among other effects, to ensure a complete experience
for the public. The key element here is the use/abuse of seemingly ordinary elements, carefully
choreographed to steer or break someone’s will.
The first edition of Terrorama took place in March 2009 at the Foundry, London.
www.myspace.com/terroramaproject

Collaborators
Juliana Glam - production, event, performance
Ariel Stefanowsky Bemergui - production, event, performance
Nayana Fernández - video
Damian Le Sueur - sound design
Mariana Lopes - hostess
Special thanks: Frederik Weissenborn, Maurício Medeiros, Bia Paiva, Vilma Gryzinski
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AMELIE VON HARRACH
Artist, Exhibition and Experience Design
07782 217 436
amelievh@gmail.com
www.beyondcinema.org

The
Mirror
Machine

The Mirror Machine is a multi-media, interactive visitor
experience designed as an ‘all-building’ spectacle
specifically for Sir John Soane’s Museum, that utilises
the rich and dramatic backdrop that the setting provides.
Visitors to Sir John Soane’s Museum are confronted with
a new way of exploring the candlelit house. A dark and
mysterious tale unfolds through a fictitious, magical mirror
machine, adding a new dimension to the visitor experience.
Historical facts about Sir John Soane’s life and artifacts in
his museum are interwoven into the story, which, in turn,
is revealed in the museum space.
Cinematic devices such as a soundtrack and dramatic lighting
vividly bring the experience to life. Visitors are audience and
actor as they are challenged to become investigators. Using
interactive lanterns they uncover clues installed around the
house. The ultimate goal is for visitors to piece together the
mysterious story of the mirror machine and come to a deeper
understanding of the raison d’etre of the museum.

Collaborators
Damian Le Sueur - composer and concept development
With thanks to Jane Monahan and Beth Kingston, Sir John Soane’s Museum
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DAMIAN LE SUEUR
Composer / Artist / Interaction Designer
07973 796 560
www.damianlesueur.com

Deterritorialise noise
My project is a proposal for an interactive installation
centred on the Clore Ballroom at the Royal Festival Hall and
in the vicinity of the Southbank Centre designed to stimulate
debate about what is, and what is not, noise.
Live sound feeds from around the vicinity are modulated
by interactive audio technologies hard-wired in sound units
located in the ballroom. Each unit modulates the sound
to obfuscate the source and exaggerate its musicality.
The composition is influenced by both source sound and
participants which draws them together to create a
constantly evolving representation of the soundscape.
The sound units are located within an arrangement
of compartments that provide performance spaces for the
participants. Overhead lights and elements of the modulation
are synchronised to pulse rhythmically, blending the
performance space with the sound unit.
The live audio from the ballroom is broadcast to portable
radios. Participants who have interacted with the installation
are invited to carry the radios as they locate the source and to
encourage them to experience the sounds in situ. In doing so,
participants are given the opportunity to reflect and listen to
‘noise’ in a new and different way.

Collaborators
Rob Liedgens - architect
Tony Adamson - electronics engineer
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SOFIA-MARIA PATAZOU
Interior and Graphic Design
07811 881 875
sofiamaria.patazou@gmail.com
www.patazou.com

Museum
Watch
AN
INTERACTIVE
CHAIR

Museum Watch is aiming to record the interactions
between museum visitors and the exhibits through
a participative process encouraging feedback from them
and about them. It consists of movable interactive furniture
that will change the position of the visitors from being the
observer to being observed. It will offer a tool to question the
users own perceptions in order to challenge the museum’s
own expectations.
The project speculates that the first incarnation of Museum
Watch is based in the Science Museum, London and uses
interactive chairs for visitors to sit back and observe their
environment. Through a touch screen game they will be able to
give feedback on how the other visitors act, watch, understand,
like and dislike the artifacts. These observations will be then
collected and processed by the museum as a fresh perspective
from their visitors to challenge and possibly influence the
future design of exhibitions.

Collaborators
Thodoris Bletsas - product designer
Pierre Remi Chauveau - product designer
Vagelis Savvas - programmer
Craig Runyan - interaction designer
Sofia Tsoukala - graphic designer
Giannis Moustogiannis - 3D designer
Stefanos Tsiros - film editor
Damian Le Sueur - technology advisor
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ASHLEY ROOP
Interior Design, Exhibition Design and Curating
07892 887 945
ashleyroop77@gmail.com
www.ashleyroop.com

Tiki!

AMERICAN
POLYNESIAN
POP-CULTURE AT
MID-CENTURY

Tiki! American Polynesian Pop-Culture at Mid-Century is a
proposal for an exhibition at the Victoria and Albert Museum
in London. The exhibition and corresponding catalogue reflects
upon and examines the Polynesian pop-culture movement
in the United States during the mid-twentieth century. This
phenomenon encompassed many facets of everyday life
including fashion, food/drinks, music, architecture, movies
and television. Until recently it has been largely ignored or,
at best, written off as ‘kitsch’. The goal of this exhibition is to
bring attention to this period in American pop-culture history
and give it the recognition and respect it deserves.
The exhibition space is designed for young people with an
interest in the topic and older adults who were contemporaries
of the period. The unique exhibition design will showcase
and compliment the items on display and will educate in a
multi-sensory and highly entertaining way.
The catalogue contains images of all exhibited items, relevant
essays, tiki cocktail recipes and a soundtrack of the music
heard at the exhibition. Ultimately, Tiki! American Polynesian
Pop-Culture at Mid-Century aims to be more than an exhibition
– it aims to be a totally immersive experience!

Collaborators
Max Cant - illustrator, 3D model maker, concept development, project theory, morale
Phil Lombardo - social history consultant, concept development
Crystal Campbell - printing consultant
Vicky Pass - essay contribution
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MANTHANA UTISAYAPONGSA
Interior Design
07846 474 184
manthana91@hotmail.com

A
Secret
Trail

London is one of the most famous cities in the world.
Every year, a large number of visitors come here from all
around the world. The British Museum is one of the most
visited destinations in London, and is the starting point of the
project. A Secret Trail offers a new and alternative experience
for these visitors, to explore London through abandoned
and hidden places instead of the obvious famous sites. For
example, London is world famous for having the oldest tube
system, often used as a symbol of the City, but what about
hidden or abandoned tube stations that have been hidden for
a long time?
Close to the British Museum still lies one of these hidden
stations. A Secret Trail will take visitors from there onto a
journey around abandoned tube stations in London. This
urban trail and exhibition will encourage people to look for
such forgotten places. Special tickets will be obtained at the
start of the journey containing a wayfinding system. New
tickets can be obtained at every place encouraging visitors
to go to the next. In proximity with each hidden place a
‘storytelling machine’ reveals its memories and allows visitors
to travel in the past while making links with today. For local
residents it could also incidentally remind them of forgotten
parts of their collective memory.

Collaborators
Shan Shan Lai - graphic designer, MA Creative Practice for Narrative Environment
Chang Kuo Wei - product designer, MA Industrial Design
Apirak Leenharattanarak - interior and graphic designer, MA Design: Ceramic,
Furniture or Jewellery
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FREDERIK WEISSENBORN
Writer
07935 250 535
nostarsintokyo@hotmail.com

ARCHITECTURE
AND
PROCESS
–
“Merzing”
(the)
Building

In my dissertation, I set out to explore more dynamic ways
of theorising the building. It is my hope to trace out a fluid
understanding of built environments, emphasising their
existence as ongoing processes rather than as (discrete,
finalised) objects. The paper takes its inspiration from what
could be termed as a neo-material ontology as well as from
non-hylomorphic organisation studies, both concerned with
processual or open formation. The dissertation is thus an
attempt to transpose reflections relating to genesis, form
and matter from these fields into the way we understand and
represent the building.
My conceptual considerations are contextualised by an analysis
of German artist Kurt Schwitters’ process-driven work,
especially his architectural project: the Hanover Merzbau. In
the thesis, I investigate Schwitters’ non-linear formation of
the Hanover Merzbau. More specifically, I try to understand the
emergence of the Merzbau as an event consisting of local and
contrapuntal harmonisations of hitherto divergent series.
In a final movement, I relate the found considerations to
an ongoing theoretical debate in the forming practices
(architecture and design) before looking for practical
considerations and implementations of the processual and
open-ended in said practices.

Collaborators
Crystal Campbell - book design
Sofia Dawe - intellectual sparring
Damian Le Sueur - intellectual sparring
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KAREN YEUNG
Communication Design
07515 635 857
k.karenyeung@gmail.com

“MiArt”
INTERACTIVE ART
PRINT SERVICE
PROPOSAL

MiArt is a novel souvenir service for museum visitors. It is
an interactive system that enables people to create their own
art print from the museum’s digital collection using simple
gestural hand movements. The image of the user’s hands
are incorporated into the art work. Visitors capture their own
unique emotional experience in a print that is numbered and
dated as a memento of their visit.
MiArt is developed for National Gallery visitors between the
ages of 15-30, from different cultural backgrounds, tourists,
students, English and non-English speakers. Visitors to the
National Gallery since its foundation in the 19th Century come
to gain knowledge and inspiration. Most visitors come to the
gallery to gain knowledge and inspiration. The project proposal
aims to enhance the inspirational journey for the visitor and
offers a unique opportunity for users to interact with the
collection. The interactive system aims to help the Gallery to
connect with the current generation of young visitors and
stand out in the museum sector.

Collaborators
Crystal Campbell - interaction design
Mauricio Mederios - spatial design
Shanshan Xu - spatial design
Niharika Hariharan, KC Suan, Yuka Kawamoto - concept development
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Student
Projects
COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTS
This section includes proposals
for libraries, health clinics,
community workshops,
participatory websites,
urban interventions and events.
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GEORGINA CHIMARRIDES / MARINA HADJILOUCA
Spatial Design / Performance Design
07950 873 347 / 07891 819 021
georgina@endlessconversation.co.uk
marina@endlessconversation.co.uk

An Endless Conversation
FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE &
COUNCILS

An Endless Conversation explores how design methodologies
can be applied in community services, in particular workshops
for young men (14-17 years old), organised and carried out
by local youth workers. The project merges participation and
service design to improve communication between young
people and councils, and simultaneously reinforce the
workshop experience for both facilitators and participants.
An Endless Conversation consists of a toolkit containing
communication tools to assist facilitators in planning and
delivering the context of a workshop successfully. The toolkit
does not dictate to the facilitator how to perform a workshop,
instead it presents a series of communication tools which
can be used in the appropriate combination to create effective
conversations with young people.
The communication tools within the toolkit encourage the use
of daily objects such as tape, torches, post-its, which are used
in a new context and for a different purpose. These tools allow
the facilitator to structure the workshop in accordance with
activities that stimulate conversation, teamwork and individual
input. The tools also suggest how the arrangement (or simply
rearrangement) of a space can influence the effectiveness and
the success of the activities of a workshop.

Collaborators
Tika Viker-Bloss - graphic design
Anthony Buckland - website design
Despina Hadjilouca - project theory and concept development
Rakhi Rajani - workshop facilitation and toolkit development
Kelsey Snook - development of workshops and toolkit
Victor Williams - workshop facilitation and workshop evaluation
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MANSEE DABRAL
Journalism, Film and Art
07727 882 405
mansee_d@hotmail.com

The
Polish
Diaspora

Being a journalist, artist and a filmmaker, my primary interest
lies in people and their stories. In particular, what are the
narratives that unfold in a foreign country for newcomers?
My interest focussed on Poland, a unique country where there
are more Polish people outside the country then residing in
it. With the influx of three generations coming to London,
one post-World War II, one post-communist regime, and one
post-European Union membership, I wanted to explore the
question: Who are these people who came at different times,
and for different reasons?
My project is politically inspired project, which came out
through personal stories. At the same time I wanted the
medium to be artistic and poetic. The work is for the Polish
Cultural Institute in London. It is also for the Polish people
in London, and the common Londoner who has somehow
forgotten to look at his own city. The stories of Polish Life
unfolding in London, collected through extensive interviews,
were brought together through the medium of graphic bumper
stickers which I put onto a car, symbolising journeys made
from Poland to London. I drove the car around London where
it interacted with the city.

Collaborators
Thineswari Govindswamy - a Malaysian based graphic designer,
designed the art work for the stickers
Sunil Radia - production requirements for the installation
Leo - production requirements of the model
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HELMUT FEDER / GADI SPRUKT
Communication Design / Experience Design

07837 132 827 / 07875 593 468
tuck.blueberry@gmail.com
gsprukt@gmail.com

The Sandbox
The Sandbox is a tool that enables ordinary people to participate in the design of their urban
environment. Users of the Sandbox are encouraged to interact with a digital model of a public
space, adding and arranging buildings and street furniture to the site through a playful and
tactile interface.
The Sandbox is designed for use in urban redevelopment projects. It offers developers and
planning officers a new approach to engaging the public with future development plans. It
allows people with diverse backgrounds and skills to express and articulate architectural
design ideas, visually. The Sandbox designed to reveal and generate insights which
traditional text based consultation methods can often overlook.

Collaborators

www.sprukt.com/sandbox

Fabian Schmidt from the Media Informatics Ludwig-Maximillian University, Munich.
Emma Jones - Hackney Cooperative Developments
Tom Gresford - Gresford Architects
Ivan Henshell - Gresford Architects
Christian Nyampeta - MAID CSM
Karen Yeung - MACPfNE CSM
Caf Fean - Fluid
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ARANZAZU FERNANDEZ RANGEL
Architecture and Art
07945 090 013
aranzazu.fernandez@gmail.com

Performing
Dalston

Human activity, actions and interactions transform the built
environment. When trying to understand or define an area,
the value of the human constituents should be as carefully
considered as the physical environment itself.
Dalston (London, E8), is undergoing a dramatic outside-in
physical transformation under the premise of “regeneration”.
Before all these changes occur this project takes the
opportunity to have one more look at the area registering
its value and recognising the everyday contribution of
the people shaping it.
This project also aims to find a creative communication tool
between the diverse forces shaping Dalston (community, local
authority, developers, etc.) while creating an instrument/
methodology to obtain and share a deeper understanding
of any specific area.
Performing Dalston comprised three stages: a long
participatory research phase, the development and
realisation of six site-specific events and the production of
a book to become both the register of what occurred and an
open invitation for anyone to continue “writing” the story of
Dalston through actions.
A city is understood and appropriated only through
involvement. Welcome to Fantastic Dalston!

Collaborators

Performing Dalston events: the mural, the theatre, the music shop
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Many thanks to all the people who helped
this project to happen, among them:
Muf Architecture - art
London Borough of Hackney
Sophie Handler - writer

Axel Feldmann - graphic designer
Adam Laycock - photographer
Verity Keefe - artist
& all the Dalstoners of 2009
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NIHARIKA HARIHARAN
Visual Communication and Narrative Design
07935 279 005
niharika.h@gmail.com

Wandering
Geography

Wandering Geography is an online platform that enables
people to create, use and share wayfinding methods that
are not defined by traditional mapping and signage of city
structures. It emerged from my personal experience of
navigating through urban spaces. On moving from India to
London, I found it very difficult to find my way around when
reading maps and signage. It was easier to ask for directions,
rely on memory and intrinsic methods of wayfinding. This led
to an understanding that maps and navigational tools need to
be more adaptive and aligned to personal human processes.
The objective behind this project is to open up ways of
exploring spaces and looking at oneself through the lens
of the city.
Wandering Geography could be used by research
consultancies, the tourism industry, the mobile and web
application industry, education and urban artists.
Wandering Geography aims at allowing people to
share their experiences at a global level by sharing their
knowledge and cultural perception of spaces. It facilitates
active engagement between people and their environment.
It aims to provide an insight into how the design of wayfinding
systems may be evolved.
www.wandering-geography.com

Collaborators
Tara Pattenden - University of Arts Helsinki, new media artist
Ankit Ajmani - Rear Solutions, India, web programer
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NINA HONIBALL
Graphic Design
07766 532 567
ninahoniball@gmail.com

MAKEshift
PEOPLE AND THEIR
SPACES INTERACTING

MAKEshift is a process offering a step-by-step guide to
facilitate a community-building project. It aims to bring
together a local group of people through socially-engaged
artistic practice. The process uses storytelling and urban
environment public interventions to create a visible change
in a local neighbourhood. It connects ideas about public art
and interventions, participation and community building,
and narrative theory.
MAKEshift intends to encourage and empower local
people to interact with each other and work together to
make a visible difference in their environment by providing
them with tangible agency. The process can be used for
pre-consultation in community building projects to
engage local people in the process.
The MAKEshift methodology has been established as a
result of a community building series of projects that took
place during October 2008 – March 2009, in the Bromley-byBow ward, East-London, Tower Hamlets.
For more information on the methodology visit:
www.makeshiftproject.net

Collaborators
Solon Sasson - writer and collaborator on Half Bromley – Half Bow
Gilly Karjevski - editor, Ade Franks - sound engineer, Craig Runyan - web developer
Crystal Campbell - strategic thinker
From the Bromley-by-Bow community Centre:
Chris Warmington - teacher of Signs of Life and collaborator on TAPED
Lisa Cunningham - coordinator of the Allotment group and collaborator on Green Trail
Begum Bina Hussain - assistant for the Allotment group and translator for Green Trail
From Streets of Growth Youth Centre: Darren Way - actor
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KC
Architecture and Fashion
07912 354 032
kchsuan@googlemail.com

Sensoria
THE INTIMACY KIT
FOR COUPLES
UNDERGOING IVF

According to the 2008 annual fertility guidebook from the
Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority, the number
of patients who had fertility treatment has risen by 5-6%
every year over recent years. It has been proven that stress
is a pervasive disadvantage in the IVF (In-Vitro Fertilisation)
process and can be caused by many factors. However, research
projects already show that life loaded with anxiety and tension
is one of the dominant elements that contribute to “failure”
and, equally, that reducing stress during fertility treatment
can improve the chances of success. The aim of this project
is to try to reduce the impersonal quality of the process and
to address this complex aspect of IVF treatment.
The Sensoria project consists of a collection of three
speculative products designed to provide couples
undergoing IVF with feelings of togetherness and intimacy
when undergoing these treatments. The three objects are:
AfterGlow (light pillow), Making Scents (collar swap) and
PreSense of Mine (voice recorder). They are designed to
address three specific stressful IVF necessities, that of
“no sex”, “the hospital collecting room” and “home pregnancy
test”. By playing with the senses (visual, olfactory and aural)
the aim of this project is to provoke audiences into ‘sensing’
and reflecting on the intimacy and togetherness in their
relationships during the IVF process.

Collaborators
Chaochuan Chang - actress
Seaweed Lee and Yichi Lien - co-director and photographer
Kimmy Liu - co-scriptwriter
Crystal Campbell - packaging designer
Monghan Liang, Kahn Xen and Johnny Cho - prototype designers
Special thanks to couples who participated in this project
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YUKA KAWAMOTO
Communication Design
07503 041 101
yukamotoyuka@yahoo.co.jp

Knowledge
Forest

Knowledge Forest is the visualisation of the local
connections between local people through their sharing
of books in the local library. People write the title of their
favourite book and a description of it on a leaf and then hang
it on a tree. Then they are asked to connect their leaf with other
leaves written by other people. They connect their favourite
book with other books they have read and gradually through
these connections, a community of knowledge is revealed.
This project was designed as a combination of three
different media linked through a narrative. The project
consisted of an interactive workshop, where a physical
manifestation ‘The Knowledge Tree’, a metaphor for the
community, was exhibited for 10 days in the Swiss Cottage
Library, London. It grew throughout the life of the workshop.
The same experience was then echoed through a website,
and finally through a bound book.
The local library should be at the heart of every local
community. Knowledge Forest is an attempt to enable
a dialogue via a catalyst of books. I wish to link people
hrough books, and to link books through people.
www.knowledge-forest.com

Collaborators
Takayuki Ishii - architect
Kensuke Hotta - programmer
Ryo Terui - web designer
Kinya Yokkaichi - web designer
Karen Yeung - video editor
Jun Kondo - video editor
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Taro Inamura - installation team
Take Mitsui - installation team
Jingyu Luo - installation team
Manthana Utisayapongsa - installation team
Sam Limpaphatanavanich - installation team
Shanshan Xu - installation team
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SHAN-SHAN LAI
Curating and Communication Design
07976 417 163
shan.shan.lai.lai@gmail.com
www.shanshantheowl.com

Science
of
Waiting
AN INTERACTIVE
SEATING
PRODUCT FOR
HOSPITAL
WAITING ROOMS

Science of Waiting is a non-participatory, interactive
seating product. It replaces traditional seats and seating
arrangements for patients waiting in NHS Walk-in Centre
waiting rooms. It offers an analogue interaction which provides
subtle distraction. Every time somebody sits down on a seat a
heart-warming message will pop up on the back of the seat.
The message will be visible to the person or people sitting
behind, as well as people who walk by.
Hospitals are public spaces where people congregate
when they are sick, weak and vulnerable. My aim is to
communicate the fact that hospitals ARE caring environments.
I aim to change the perception of the existing space; improve
the experience of waiting; create a more stimulating,
and possibly a more contemplative space, for both
patients and staff.
www.shanshantheowl.com/scienceofwaiting

Collaborators
Manthana Utisayapongsa - 3D visualising and interior design advice
Matt Pike - copywriting and storytelling
Betina Piqueras - product design advice
Caf Fean and Angelika Lienhart - project theory and concept development
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JINGYU LUO
Communication Design
07595 044 166
duewithdue@gmail.com

Foodprint
ILLUMINATE
LONDON WITH
YOUR TASTE

Foodprint is an online network for people who love
cooking and exotic food, where you are able to leave your
own ‘food marks’ on the city and see friends’ food traces as
well. It provides a platform to share and communicate food
cultures, by exchanging stories, recipes and activities; with
the underlying theme of “Illuminate London with your taste”
it gives you a chance to influence London’s food culture.
Foodprint focuses on young foreigners in London who share
interests in cooking and food, and would love to communicate
and cooperate. The potential clients are local communities who
hold regular events for local people and food organisations and
clubs for passionate foodies. London is a cosmopolitan city;
we are fascinated by its variety and tolerance, however, with
this there are some disadvantages. In such a complex and
diverse environment how do we hold on to our own cultural
identity? While we are changed by London, do we have the
chance to make a change ourselves? Foodprint is located on
the internet and is a system that enables people to organise
and attend offline food events in the real world.

Collaborators
Yuka Kawamoto - sushi workshop adviser
and illustrator of “how to make a sushi roll”
Takayuki Ishii - sushi workshop adviser
Leegoo Guo - food events adviser
Wu Yu and Li Zheng (Shanghai) - website
development
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Terry Adeagbo - web design
Clinton Palanca - rice culture consultant
Paola Sarappa - recipe consultant
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GIULIA SALA
Industrial Design
07942 617 346
m.giulia.sala@gmail.com

Two
Sides
of the
Window
IS A MEMORY
SOMETHING
YOU HAVE OR
SOMETHING
YOU HAVE LOST?

Two sides of the Window is a site-specific installation,
exploring the concept of “home” as seen through the eyes
of residents in Woodberry Down, a London Estate that will
undergo a major transformation over the next 10 years.
The experience is set up as a multi-media installation
where the voices of the residents hold the main focus.
Developed from a series of interviews run with the local
community, this project uses personal memories and stories
to capture the identity of the area and what lies behind the
windows of its apartment blocks before they disappear.
Every home has its unique identity, an intangible
presence coming out of the interaction between the house
structure, the objects inside and the personal perception of its
inhabitants. But what if one of these three elements suddenly
disappears? What happens when the house structure is
demolished? Can the identity of the community survive
without the house itself?

Collaborators
Francesca Ulivari - graphic design, social research
Juan Pablo Rodriguez - video editing
Eduardo Arajuio - Hackney Homes regeneration team, community facilitator
David Mooney - manager of the East Reservoir, community facilitator
Hackney Homes - sponsors
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NADIA TROEMAN
Graphic Design
07943 766 978
info@nadiatroeman.com
wwww.nadiatroeman.com

Narrative
Identities
PLAYING WITH
REPRESENTATIONS

Narrative Identities raises the question of identity, specifically
cultural identity, in a world of increasing globalisation where
people and cultures are converging more than ever before.
The question ‘who are you?’ is becoming increasingly difficult
for some people to answer. Cultures are meeting, morphing
and exchanging. The idea of a fixed identity is becoming
redundant. We have to be able to play with representations in
order to show a more accurate picture of who we are culturally.
My project illustrates a variety of cultural references and
challenges our interpretation and understanding of what these
references mean to us today.
I have created a system for students enrolling at Central Saint
Martins College of Art & Design that allows for the creation of
an open identity; a system where students are free to express
themselves. Students using my system are no longer restricted
by way of a limited means of representation - for example:
African, British or Asian - but rather can ‘grow’ a visualisation
of their complex selves; each cultural representation will be
visualised, all of these cultural layers will be combined to
create a persons dynamic logo. Each of these tell a specific
story. Students are able to add to their story whenever they
like, thus illustrating the dynamics of culture and identity.
www.nadiatroeman.com/narrative

Collaborators
dynamic logo central saint martins college of art and design 2009
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Hanco Kamper - graphic design and project management
Craig Runyan - interaction design
Evi Kontova - exhibition design
Sibe Kokke - systems functioning
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SHANSHAN XU
Spatial Design
07972 398 247
gracedaydream@gmail.com

Make a
wish

Travelling can be an emotional journey. Everything going
on inside your head can add to the experience as you travel:
your thoughts, hopes, wishes, desires, anxieties, curiosity,
and confusion. Make A Wish is a narrative installation using
basic human communication to enable people to enrich their
travelling experience by sharing emotions. They are invited
to “make a wish”, leaving a mark in the place they visit while
creating a special memory for themselves. The installation
uses lighting as a media to manifest its presence. A possible
location as proposed could be in front of Tate Modern, now
one the most visited places in London, where a large number
of local and international visitors could be reached.
The installation could also lead to the creation of an
international network of “wishes”, using a web interface
to later record and use the messages to link their original
owners who took them. Such user-generated content and
networks based on personal emotions would differ from city
to city reflecting both the cultural diversity and the collective
mindset of visitors from all over the world.

Collaborators
Ryo Terui - concept development and project management
Leon Talbert - electrical engineering
Yuka Kawamoto - graphic concept development
Qiongjie Yu - graphic design
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ROYAL
FESTIVAL
HALL

Learning and Participation invited 15 first year MACPfNE
students to think of creative ways to design their new space
in the Royal Festival Hall - the Spirit Level. Their job was to
embody its spirit, to make it a more vivid, liveable and congenial
place, and to give a sense of the connection of this place and its
activities to the Southbank Centre as a whole; give to its users
a sense of connection between the diverse activities that go on
there; and give to the casual visitor a sense of the energy and
purpose it houses. The students divided into five groups, each
with a theme to consider the space: welcome, identity, flow,
comfort, flexibility.
Two of the student groups were selected to carry their vision
through to completion. Nina Honiball and Emma Jones of the
“comfort” group created a weavable seating system that allowed
people to build their own seats. Andrea Acevedo, Mansee Dabral
and Ashley Roop of the “identity” group created a wayfinding
and identity graphic system for the space that engaged people
through the use of blackboards.
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ARUP

Arup’s Foresight , Innovation and Incubation Unit invited
our course to develop user scenarios for an eco-resort
placed in Tanzania, in 2028.
As a first step, we considered political, economical,
technological, social and environmental drivers of change,
to create the world in which the eco-resort is going to operate.
The bigger picture of this world also provided the potential
guests of our eco-resort. A technology addicted woman from
Denmark, a Chinese boy hooked on virtual worlds visits his
dad who works on a space hook project, and a disillusioned
office worker from New York.
The illustrated scenarios were presented to the client in a
workshop in Tanzania, receiving very positive feedback for
their freshness and advanced aesthetics.
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NARRATIVE
CITIES

CHINA
CONNECTIONS

Narrative Cities was an international creative
collaboration with the Department of Comprehensive
Design at the Chinese Academy of Art, Hangzhou,
China. The project provides new ways for visitors to
experience world cities at a more memorable level
than just following the standard tourist guides and
“doing the sights”. The project links like-minded
visitors and inhabitants so that people can explore
the city through personal recommendations, meet
local residents, participate in the life of the city and
discover the stories of the city for themselves.

China Connections was a cross-disciplinary exhibition
of work by current and past students of Central Saint
Martins. It described the process of cultural exchange,
the ongoing conversation between the West and China.
The disciplines on display voiced three distinct modes
of address. Fashion and Product Design echoed a
European voice. Jewellery and Communication Design
showed where the West and China merge into one.
Fine Art showed a strong Chinese presence.

ma Fine art show

FUTURE DIGGERS

MA Fine Art at Central Saint Martins approached
us to organise and curate their Interim Show, which
took place at three floors of the marvelous Barge
House space in February 2008.

Future Diggers was an award winning site specific
intervention created for the 2008 London Festival of
Architecture, designed by Georgina Chimarrides,
Helmut Feder, Giulia Sala and Gadi Sprukt.

Sixty seven art students, working on a variety of
media, exhibited their work in progress.

The project transformed the site of Alexandra
Gate, Hyde Park into a futuristic archeological excavation,
where visitors could interact and engage with its secret
histories. The project was created in collaboration with a
group of 5th year pupils from Heathside Primary, who were
asked to investigate the site by imagining themselves as
future archeologists, who arrived on site from the year 2212.

They were able to focus on the development of
their projects, while we took care of everything
else, working closely with the MA FA administration.
Our role included understanding the students’
work, form meaningful category groups, position
the exhibits in space, and ensure everyone was
happy and confident.
In 2009, the MA FA administration returned to
our course to build on last year’s success.
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lfa

The “artifacts” discovered by the children were interpreted
and given imaginative (and often amusing) new meanings,
which were later mapped back to the site. During the festival
visitors were provided with mobile devices, with which they
could explore, decode and uncover the hidden meanings
created by the “Future Diggers”. The playful interaction with
the site and the stories created by the pupils, provided an
alternative view to a space that is often overlooked
by passers by going about their daily business. Future
diggers received the 2008 LFA Student Festival Award for its
success in revealing the site in a new light to festival goers.
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